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Orange Sky Golden Harvest Has Signed An Agreement with Galaxy Mall,
the Leading Shopping Arcade in Tianjin,
Aiming To Develop the Largest High-End Multiplex in Northern China
18 January 2011, Hong Kong - Orange Sky Golden Harvest Entertainment (Holdings)
Limited (“OSGH” or the “Group”; HKSE: 1132) is delighted to announce that the
Group has signed an agreement with Galaxy Mall, the leading shopping arcade in
Tianjin, to develop a GH cinema, which will become the largest high-end multiplex in
Northern China.
The signing ceremony of Galaxy Mall was held in Tianjin on January 12.

OSGH’s

GH Cinema is one of the three major tenants. “Galaxy Mall is to be built targeting to
become the most prestigious, high-end and sophisticated shopping arcade.

In

alignment with our commitment to devote to bring the best movie experiences to our
patrons, we aim to provide excellence and finest customer service persistently. We
are honored to work collaboratively with Galaxy Mall to establish a presence at the
future landmark in Tianjin.” said Joel Chang, Executive Director and Chief Financial
Officer of OSGH.
Mr. Chang added, “To fulfill our objective to become the largest high-end multiplex in
Northern China, our GH Cinema will be equipped with the state-of-the-art audio and
visual equipments, totaling to 12 screens. One of the key attributes is to present VIP
auditoriums with special catering services, delivering extraordinary theatrical
experience.”
Galaxy Mall, occupying 360,000 square metres, is to be completed in 2012.

The

7-storeyed mall is located at the north of the Grand Theatre, facilitated with a theatre,
a museum, an art gallery and mixing with both commercial and cultural elements, it is
designed to enable for visitors to enjoy a variety of entertainment, gourmet and social
experience.
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About Orange Sky Golden Harvest
Orange Sky Golden Harvest, previously known as Golden Harvest, is one of Asia’s
best known and most influential film and entertainment companies. Listed on the
Stock Exchange of Hong Kong since 1994, Orange Sky Golden Harvest currently
operates 33 cinemas with 250 screens across Hong Kong, Mainland China, Taiwan
and Singapore, commanding a substantial share of the film exhibition and distribution
markets in Asia. Orange Sky Golden Harvest has produced over 450 films and
nurtured movie legends such as Bruce Lee and Jackie Chan.

The company is also

the distributor of countless successful films in both Chinese and foreign languages.
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Caption:
Mr. Joel Chang (The 2nd from left), Executive Director and Chief Financial Officer of
OSGH, presented at the signing ceremony of Galaxy Mall.
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